RoboHero App-Controlled Robot

HPI Baja 5R Ford Mustang Boss 302 is ready to dominate the streets!
Team Associated adds to the world champion legacy with the RC10B64 Team Kit.
The Duratrax 32-Bit Multi-Driver is a compact versatile pocket-sized tool.

PLUS:

1/25 '69 Corvette Coupe Yenko
Plastic models for all ages and interests.

Click for Radio Control
Click for General Hobby
MEET YOUR NEW ROBOT COMPANION

ROBO HERO App-Controlled Robot

- Simple enough for beginners, but with customization to entice experienced robot fans as well
- At 9” tall, ROBO HERO is just the right size for exploring desks, tables, floors, etc.
- The Arduino-compatible control board features easy-to-understand hardware/software
- 17 different joints equipped with high-torque servos provide steady, fluid motion
- Use the Action Editor to create your own functions and programs, and share with others
- Enjoy up to 45 minutes of robotic action after charging the 7.2V 550mAh Lithium battery

For those who want to learn just how ROBO HERO works, there’s an easy-to-assemble kit version. Or, you can simply take the RTR version right out of the box and you’re Ready-To-Robot!

Choose from 42 pre-programmed routines/motions, including dancing, clapping, balance, going from a prone position to standing, and many more.

TTRX1000 ROBO HERO App-Controlled Robot RTR
TTRX1010 ROBO HERO App-Controlled Robot Kit
Height: 9.1 in (230 mm)
Width: 3.15 in (80 mm)
Length: 4.5 in (115 mm)
Weight: 1.1 lb (500 g)
Requires (both): nothing

Download the free TT Robotix app to control your ROBO HERO via Wi-Fi with iOS and Android devices.

Long story short...

ROBO HERO is the perfect way for anyone to get into the fun and exciting world of robotics!

From the Experts:

He’s the humanoid who will fascinate you with his animation! You control ROBO HERO’s realistic movements with an app on your smartphone or tablet, so there are no cables or computers to contend with. He’s surprisingly agile, highly programmable and available in kit form or ready for action right out of the box!
SHOW ‘EM WHO’S BOSS!

BAJA 5R ON-ROAD
1/5 Scale Gasoline-Powered 1970 Ford Mustang Boss 302 RTR

GO BIG OR GO HOME!
That’s the statement you’ll be making when you show up with the 1/5 scale Baja 5R Ford Mustang Boss 302. It’s nearly 3 feet long, and ready to dominate the streets with serious style and Mustang muscle!

Continuing a World Champion Legacy

From the Experts:
Get behind the wheel of HPI Racing’s Baja 5R Ford Mustang Boss 302, and you’ll be rolling large and in charge! 1/5 scale dimensions really ramp up the detail. The Fuelie 2-stroke engine provides all the power you need. And it comes pre-assembled — just fill ‘er up with unleaded gas and go!

Long story short...
It’s been THE iconic muscle car for decades, and now YOU can rule the road with an impressive replica of the Ford Mustang Boss 302!

• Heat up the pavement with this big, bold RC street machine!
• Based on the Baja 5R desert buggy drivetrain, so you know it’s super-tough
• The suspension has been optimized for on-road performance
• Hear and feel the raw power of the Fuelie 2-stroke gasoline engine
• An 8,000 rpm racing clutch delivers lots of wheel-spinning torque for top-end speeds
• Drive for up to 45 minutes before re-filling the 700cc fuel tank
• The officially licensed 1970 Ford Mustang Boss 302 body is factory-finished
• 8-spoke racing wheels add vintage looks; real rubber Tarmac Buster tires offer superior gripping power

115123 HPID0200 Baja 5R 1/5 Gasoline-Powered 1970 Ford Mustang Boss 302 RTR
Length: 34 in (863 mm)
Front Width: 18.1 in (460 mm)
Rear Width: 18.9 in (480 mm)
Height: 9 in (228 mm)
Wheelbase: 22.4 in (570 mm)

CONTINUING A WORLD CHAMPION LEGACY

RC10 B64 TEAM KIT
1/10 Scale 4WD Electric Competition Buggy Team Kit

From the Experts:
A newly designed center slipper with Low Coefficient Friction (LCF) pads rewards you with maximum drive to all four wheels on a variety of surfaces
Adjustable axle height and roll centers result in a stable yet nimble platform
The aluminum floating motor mount allows for consistent torsional chassis flex
Front and rear anti-roll bars keep the chassis flat for better cornering
Experience quick and easy tuning with the RC10B64’s refined arm mount geometry
Included is a clear Team Associated body and screw mounted wing made by JConcepts™.

Long story short...
Just like the 3-time champion RC10B44, the RC10B64 is designed to dominate the off-road competition!

90014 ASCD0014 RC10B64 1/10 4WD EP Competition Buggy Team Kit
Length: *
Width: *
Weight: *
Wheelbase: 11.2 in (284 mm)
Requires: motor, ESC, radio system with receiver, servo, wheels, tires
*Final length, width and weight will vary based on electronics, tire configuration, wing position and vehicle setup.

1/5 Scale Gasoline-Powered 1970 Ford Mustang Boss 302 RTR
Length: 34 in (863 mm)
Front Width: 18.1 in (460 mm)
Rear Width: 18.9 in (480 mm)
Height: 9 in (228 mm)
Wheelbase: 22.4 in (570 mm)

Long story short...
Heat up the pavement with this big, bold RC street machine!
Based on the Baja 5R desert buggy drivetrain, so you know it’s super-tough
The suspension has been optimized for on-road performance
Hear and feel the raw power of the Fuelie 2-stroke gasoline engine
An 8,000 rpm racing clutch delivers lots of wheel-spinning torque for top-end speeds
Drive for up to 45 minutes before re-filling the 700cc fuel tank
The officially licensed 1970 Ford Mustang Boss 302 body is factory-finished
8-spoke racing wheels add vintage looks; real rubber Tarmac Buster tires offer superior gripping power
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ENGAGE IN WIRELESS WARFARE WITH THESE SCALE REPLICA TANKS

Tiger 1 Early Production 1/24 Scale Battle Tank-Green Camo

VSKC2062 Tiger 1 Early Production 1/24 Battle Tank-Green Camo
Length: 9 in (229 mm)
Width: 5.25 in (133 mm)
Height: 5.5 in (140 mm)
Weight: 2.6 lb (1.18 kg)
Maximum Infrared Shooting Distance: 26 feet (8 meters)
Maximum Turret Rotation: 330°
Includes: 2.4GHz radio system
Requires: 14 "AA" batteries, six for the transmitter and eight for the tank

You’ll be proud to display — and command — this 1/24 scale Tiger 1 tank!

From the Experts:
VS Tank's latest scale replica battle tank captures the look of the imposing German Tiger 1, right down to the green and tan camo colors. It also maneuvers like the real thing, with precision radio control of direction, speed and functions — including infrared cannon fire for mock battles!

THE “GO-TO” TOOL YOU’LL USE EVERY DAY

32-Tip Multi-Driver

Drive 32 different fasteners with one pocket-sized tool, including all of the ones found in popular drones, park flyers and RC vehicles

Also ideal for household jobs such as watch, jewelry and eyeglass repair

The anodized aluminum handle conveniently holds 15 short-shank, double-tip bits — simply rotate the end cap to remove the bit you need

Bit shanks lock onto the adjustable-length shaft for easy attachment and removal

Handle is shaped to keep from rolling around on your work surface

DTXR1167 32-Tip Multi-Driver

RALLY AROUND THIS EXCITING RIDE!

74054-6 TRAD6806 NOS Deegan 38 1/10 Ford Fiesta ST 4WD Rally Car EP RTR

Length: 21 in (535 mm)
Front/Rear Track: 11 in (281 mm)
Height: 8.1 in (206 mm)
Weight: 6.1 lb (2.77 kg)
Wheelbase: 12.8 in (324 mm)

100% fully assembled and Ready-To-Race®

Built Traxxas-tough, with race-proven Revo-Spec® sealed diffs

A low-CG chassis and oil-filled Ultra Shocks™ help this car hug the track

Waterproof electronics keep you in the action in all weather conditions

Check out the eye-catching NOS livery, faithfully recreated in stunning detail on the officially licensed ProGraphix Ford Fiesta ST body

DTXR1162 1/10th Scale NOS Deegan 38 Ford Fiesta ST 4WD Rally Car EP RTR
ENJOY RALLY FUN ANYWHERE!

Length: 10.4 in (265 mm)
Front Track: 4.17 in (106 mm)
Rear Track: 4.23 in (107 mm)
Height: 3.5 in (90 mm)
Weight (w/battery): 18.5 oz (554 g)
Wheelbase: 6.5 in (165 mm)

- Make any office, mall, sidewalk or playground the site for your next racing adventure!
- Has the look of a true rally car with its lowered stance, wide-body styling and 12-spoke rally wheels
- Drive confidently with a fully independent suspension and full-time 4WD
- With waterproof electronics the LaTrax Rally Car doesn’t slow down for rain, puddles, ice or snow
- Comes with an ID-equipped 6V NiMH battery and convenient AC charger

A FULL-THROTTLE PHENOM

Featuring an aerodynamic 4-Tec™ 2.0 smooth-bottom, low-CG molded tub nylon composite chassis
A Titan® 12T 550 modified motor delivers serious brushed power through shaft-driven AWD, and upgrading to brushless Velineon power is easy
Experience all the speed and acceleration this Supercar offers with the superior handling advantage of Traxxas Stability Management (TSM)
Loaded with high-performance extras, including a waterproof 2S LiPo-compatible XL-5™ ESC, adjustable Ultra oil shocks and much more
The painted and trimmed ProGraphix® body sports the officially licensed Ford GT design

Long story short...
The LaTrax Rally Car combines aggressive style, exciting performance and legendary Traxxas toughness in a compact 1/18 scale package!

TACKLE ANY TERRAIN WITH “CRUISE” CONTROL

1/10 Scale 4WD Truck Kit w/Land Cruiser LC Body Set

- Enjoy over 2” of ground clearance with the lifted chassis — while big Mud Thrasher tires provide plenty of gripping power
- A true-to-scale leaf spring suspension and rebuildable aluminum shocks help cushion the ride
- Built to last, with a billet aluminum ladder frame chassis, cast Yota axles and a hardened steel pinion gear
- Officially licensed by Toyota, the Land Cruiser LC70 hard body set offers incredible style with lots of scale details

Long story short...
Nothing can prepare you for the pure performance and scale realism of Traxxas’ electric-powered Ford GT Supercar racer!

NEW PRODUCT

HIT THE TRAIL WITH STYLE AND SUBSTANCE!

Ready-To-Run 1/10 Scale 4WD Truck w/Mojave II 4-Door Body Set

- Conquer dirt, mud, sand or snow with a vehicle that’s part scale truck, part adventurer, and all-terrain fun machine
- The machined billet aluminum ladder frame chassis stands up to virtually any conditions
- Enjoy the unstoppable power of a 45T crawler motor and waterproof Outery II ESC
- The Merlin Crawlers front bumper has a built-in winch mount platform, and is compatible with all RC4WD licensed warn winches
- Topping it all off is a late-model, 4-door Mojave II body with dropped molded-in bed, square headlights, wipers, mirrors, door handles and more

Long story short...
The Trail Finder 2 LWB with Mojave II 4-door body lives for extreme off-road action!
CASTLE CREATIONS 1/10 SV3 SIDEWINDER WP ESCS
Enjoy more options with these killer combos.
- Rebuildable, with replacement parts available soon
- New design allows models to replace damaged motor wires
- Exceptional performance and response right out of the box

Also available:
010-0116-05 CSEC1505 1/10 SV3 Sidewinder WP ESC 1406-5700
010-0123-02 CSEC2302 1/10 SV3 Sidewinder WP ESC 1410-3800

JCONCEPTS TRIBUTE 2.6 X 3.6” MONSTER TRUCK WHEEL
Pay tribute to the golden age of monster truck racing!
- Add legendary style and proven performance to your ride, including Axial® SMT10 and Clod Buster trucks
- Choose from 3 included off-set wheel adapters for #3168 and #3169 MT tires to meet your particular application
- The stepped design reduces weight while adding rigidity for extreme bashing
- Available in white, black and silver — sold in pairs

PARMA ’85 STREET STOCK SC RACE BODY
Top off your chassis with nostalgic style!
- Convert your SC truck platform into a classic stock car, off-road basher or street machine with this detailed 3D-type body
- Also looks great on a rally car chassis (minor body mount mods required)
- Plenty of wheel clearance, so you can mount it high or low
- Body comes clear, and includes window masks, decals and EASY-PEEL body mask

PRO-LINE® POSTIRON 2.2” 2WD M4 OFF-ROAD BUGGY FRONT TIRES (2)
The future of 1/10 scale buggy tire performance is here!
- Designed from the ground up to deliver improved grip and corner speed on indoor clay surfaces
- The advanced tread features two center pins boxed in by connected bars, and angled bars for ideal steering
- Gain an extra edge by using the tread pattern as a tuning option
- Tire measures 3.3” (83 mm) across, and 1.1” (28 mm) wide; closed cell foam inserts are included

PRO-LINE® 2017 FORD® F-150 RAPTOR PRE-CUT CLEAR BOX X-MAXX®
Give your basher a bold, beautiful look!
- Transform your X-MAXX with Pro-Line’s aggressively-styled 2017 Ford F-150 Raptor body
- Comes pre-cut for convenience and highly detailed, with decals and Paint-then-peel Overspray film included
- Made of clear, durable GE Lexan® and ready for you to personalize

TEKIN® RX4 HARDBOX WP SENSORED/SENSORLESS D2 BL ESC
An ESC to power your chassis past any obstacle!
- The state-of-the-art in ESC technology, including a waterproof* design, total customization and the capability to handle massive power
- Packed with features, including HV BEC, drag brake, data logging and the ability to run either brushed or brushless motors
- The thick-walled, reinforced Hardbox design can withstand the elements and harsh environments of extreme off-roading
- Offers precise, ultra-smooth throttle and braking control

TRAXXAS® BIGFOOT® BODY & ACCESSORIES
Keep your BIGFOOT® looking sharp!
- This officially licensed Lexan® body captures the classic look of the BIGFOOT® #1 Ford® F-100 XLT pickup known as “The Original Monster Truck”
- Comes already painted with all decals applied — just mount it and go!
- Also available:
  3660 TRAC3660 BIGFOOT® #1 Clear Body/Decal Sheet/Window Mask
  3662 TRAC3661 Accessories Kit Bigfoot #1
- Add even more detail with the Accessories Kit that has winch, bumpers, roll bars, light bar, engine detail and mounting hardware (grill sold separately)

VENOM® 1S 3.7V 250MAH 45C LIPO FLY PACK W/MCX PLUG (2)
RC pilots, get ready for long flights.
- Venom’s lightest, best performing LiPo batteries ever!
- Produced using Venom innovation and the best LiPo technology available
- 5C fast charge capable, with a JST-MCX plug that’s a perfect match for popular machines such as the Blade, Blade Inductrix FPV, and E-Flite UMX
- Save money with the convenient 2-pack combo!

Save money with the convenient 2-pack combo!
1/25 '69 CORVETTE COUPE YENKO® 2 'N 1
Yenko is performance

In 1957, Don Yenko started selling aftermarket performance car parts at the dealership started by his father in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania. In addition to the dealership, Don Yenko had an active and very successful racing career driving Corvettes. It's no wonder his specially modified Corvettes were so popular. Kit features detailed 427 Big Block engine with carburetor options, two sets of wheels, choice of exhaust systems, and full decals.

BS-4411 RVLS4411 Total Parts: 123 Skill Level: 5 Length: 7.3 in (186mm)

1/24 '78 MAZDA RX-7 2 'N 1
Rotary power and rear wheel drive

The Mazda RX-7 introduced sports car buyers to the benefits of the rotary engine. Unlike a normal piston engine, the horsepower in a rotary engine is generated by the moving parts all going in the same direction. The result is a smooth, light engine. In the RX-7 the engine is placed behind the front axle for an even 50/50 weight distribution. Kit features two sets of wheels, detailed twin rotor rotary engine, optional seats, spoiler, and wheel flares.

BS-4429 RVLS4429 Total Parts: 94 Skill Level: 4 Length: 6.9 in (175mm)

1/16 QUEEN'S GUARD
Yes, they are real soldiers

Contrary to the apparent beliefs of many tourists, the Queen's Guard are real soldiers with real duties, real automatic weapons, and real bearskin caps. Their duties and the manner in which these duties are executed were established over a hundred years before the United States gained independence. For them, guarding the Queen is a duty handed down through centuries and steeped in significance. For the rest of us tourists, it's a darn good photo opp. Kit features finely detailed face, uniforms, and insignia; rifle, bearskin cap, photo opp.

02800 RVLS2800 Total Parts: 30 Skill Level: 3 Height: 4.9 in (124 mm)

1/16 CARABINIERE
Roma eterna

The never-ending task of watching over the crowded streets of Rome, protecting the president, and ensuring peace throughout Italy falls largely on the carbineer-bedazzled shoulders of the men and women of the Carabinieri. Countless times, the Carabinieri have demonstrated their valor and their value. Countless times, the Carabinieri have demonstrated their valor and their value. Kit features finely detailed facial features, detailed uniforms and insignia, sabre, choice of two hats, display stand with various surfaces, and full decals.

02802 RVLS2802 Total Parts: 38 Skill Level: 3 Height: 5.4 in (137 mm)

1/35 SD.KFZ.184 TANK HUNTER ELEFANT
Heavy hitting hunters

Ferdinand tank destroyers at the Battle of Kursk had been admired by infantry, mined, and abandoned. The remaining Ferdinands were recalled, given a bow machine gun for anti-infantry defense, and modified with wider tracks and a commander’s cupola for better usability. This new tank destroyer was called “The Elefant”. It carried the massively powerful 88mm gun and 200mm armor protection of its predecessor and it was entirely lethal to every tank it came across. Kit features easy-to-assemble tracks, elevating gun, open or closed turret hatches, three figures, and two sets of decals.

03264 RVLS3264 Total Parts: 234 Skill Level: 4 Length: 9.1 in (231 mm)

1/35 TPZ 1 FUCHS
Toughened transport

Fully armored against small arms and NBC protected, the TPz 1 Fuchs has served with the German Army since the 1980s. It’s ideal for multiple roles within the Bundeswehr, from scouting to armoured assault. Plus, the wide array of mission kits and armament packages available make it supremely versatile. Kit features a detailed chassis, a build choice of role-fit Engineering Section Vehicle or Milan anti-tank gun team, plus two sets of decals.

03266 RVLS3266 Total Parts: 233 Skill Level: 4 Length: 7.8 in (197 mm)

1/35 ARMORED SCOUT VEHICLE P 204 (F)
Floor it through France

As armored cars go, the Panhard 178 was actually incredibly sophisticated. Thus, when France collapsed under the weight of the Wehrmacht assault, the remaining Panhards were put into service by Germany as the P 204 (F) a name given around the P 204 (F) went straight into the thick of the fight. Its superior off-road performance and relatively long range made it perfect for the Russian steppe. Panhard armored cars were used across the French possessions up until the late sixties. Kit features open or closed turret hatches, three figures, and two sets of decals.

03269 RVLS3269 Total Parts: 158 Skill Level: 4 Length: 5.4 in (137 mm)

1/72 MIG-29S FULCRUM
Soviet Russia’s answer to the F-15

The Soviets really know how to make ‘em. The MiG-29 is an incredible multi-role fighter forty years after its first flight. Just before the collapse of the Soviet Union, Mikoyan produced the MiG-29– a light multi-purpose fighter intended to counter the American F-15. Dozens of other countries purchased this versatile fighter for their air forces. The aircraft can carry 7,720 lbs (3,500 kg) of munitions nearly 900 miles (1430 km). Continuous upgrades have kept the MiG-29 on the leading edge of world air forces for forty years.

03396 RVLS3396 Total Parts: 192 Skill Level: 4 Length: 9.3 in (236 mm) Width: 14/16 viewports
Tech Support 217-398-8970
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1/72 SPITFIRE MK.IIA
Holding the skies

Britain expected to fight the Second World War on and in the skies over France, just like it had fought the first one. This was not to be. In July, 1940, Germany launched the Battle of Britain—seeking to dominate the British Air Force and force England out of the war. The Spitfire Mk.IIA, along with a host of other aircraft, ensured this would not happen. Though both sides suffered terrible losses, it was the British who emerged victorious. Kit features detailed cockpit, rotating prop, and RAF Battle of Britain decals.

03353 RVL52053 Total Parts: 62 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.2 in (131mm) Wingspan: 2.1 in (54mm)

1/700 PETR VELIKIY
Worthy of its namesake

One of the largest combatant surface warships in the world, Petr Velikiy is armed with a massive array of surface to air, surface to surface, and anti-submarine warfare missiles. These make it a credible challenge to everything on or above the waves. Plus, with its nuclear propulsion, Petr Velikiy gives Russia a potent vessel for global power projection. Kit features single-piece, waterline hull, finely detailed parts, detailed superstructure and armament, plus full decals for five ships.

08513 RVL55151 Total Parts: 484 Skill Level: 4 Length: 14.3 in (364mm)

1/25 CORVETTE® C7R
Fast. Real fast.

This easy to build model construction kit is designed to build fast and look great. It’s a model of a successful GT racing car with an impressive winning pedigree. It won, amongst others, the 2015 24 Hours of Le Mans—a incredibly challenging endurance race reserved for true champions—and the 2016 Daytona 24 Hours Race against other vehicles in its class. Kit features multi-part 5.5 liter engine, rotating wheels, and full decals.

07036 RVL57036 Total Parts: 64 Skill Level: 5 Length: 7.1 in (184mm)

1/24 SUBARU LEGACY RS 1992 SWEDISH RALLY
A long, hard ride

Rally Sweden is one of the most challenging races in the world. The ubiquitous snow cover makes racing extremely difficult. Very few non-nordic drivers have ever won the race and comparatively few even try. Colin McRae tried it, won it in 1987, and placed a close second in 1992. This limited edition kit features decals for Swedish Rally racer Colin McRae in his 1992 second place finish driving car number 7.

20290 (Limited Edition) HSGS0290 Total Parts: 107 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.4 in (188mm)

1/700 UP-3C ORION “51ST FS 2016” Watching over the waves

In 2014, three P-3C Orions were crushed when their hangar at Atsugi Air Base collapsed under the weight of heavy snow. Nevertheless, the Pacific’s vast stretches of water still have to be monitored. The best way to do that is with the UP-3C Orion. It’s equipped with “Airboss” modifications which add an additional sensor on top of the fuselage. This limited edition kit features resin antenna fairing parts, pilot tube parts, arbor parts, and full decals.

02235 (Limited Edition) HSGS0234 Total Parts: 151 Skill Level: 3 Length: 20.1 in (51cm) Wingspan: 16 in (422mm)

1/24 TOYOTA CELICA TURBO 4WD 1992 TOUR DE CORSE
Conquer the Corsican course

Twisting, torturous mountain roads make the Tour De Corse—held in Corsica—not only difficult, but downright deadly. People die in this race, so naturally you want the most reliable car available. A vehicle like the Toyota Celica gives experienced drivers not only a solid chance of winning, but a fair chance of coming out in one piece. This limited edition kit features decals for 4th place Car No.1 Driver Carlos Sainz.

20291 (Limited Edition) HSGS0291 Total Parts: 115 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.2 in (184mm)

1/700 JMSDF DDG KONGO “HYPER DETAIL” Her missiles never miss

In active service for close to fifteen years, Kongo is a reliable and powerful asset of the Japanese Maritime Self Defense Forces. Its substantial armament of missiles are both offensive and defensive in nature. The can strike air, land, sea, underwater, or even high-flying ballistic missile targets. With continued advancements in technology, Kongo is on target for success for years to come. This capability makes Kongo a far more lethal weapon than its relatively small size would suggest. Limited edition kit features detailed photo-etched parts.

30042 (Limited Edition) HSGS0042 Total Parts: 199 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.1 in (130mm)

1/24 TCLM570S
200K, 21 MPG

Cash in that trust fund. The McLaren 570S is a piece of precision engineering beauty, but it doesn’t come cheap. No. If you want a V8 supercharged, 3.8 liter, twin-turbocharged V-8 powered beast like the 570S, you better hope your granddad invested his oil money well. Plus, it’s considered to be actually drivable. Imagine that. Actual luggage space and a powered beast like the 570S, you better hope your granddad invested his oil money well.

07051 RVL57051 Total Parts: 106 Skill Level: 3 Length:7.5 in (190mm)

1/400 JAPAN NAVY LAUNCH CARRIER KONGO
Her missiles never miss

In active service for close to fifteen years, Kongo is a reliable and powerful asset of the Japanese Maritime Self Defense Forces. Its substantial armament of missiles are both offensive and defensive in nature. The can strike air, land, sea, underwater, or even high-flying ballistic missile targets. With continued advancements in technology, Kongo is on target for success for years to come. This capability makes Kongo a far more lethal weapon than its relatively small size would suggest. Limited edition kit features detailed photo-etched parts.

30042 (Limited Edition) HSGS0042 Total Parts: 199 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.1 in (130mm)

1/400 JAPAN NAVY KONGOH
Her missiles never miss

In active service for close to fifteen years, Kongo is a reliable and powerful asset of the Japanese Maritime Self Defense Forces. Its substantial armament of missiles are both offensive and defensive in nature. The can strike air, land, sea, underwater, or even high-flying ballistic missile targets. With continued advancements in technology, Kongo is on target for success for years to come. This capability makes Kongo a far more lethal weapon than its relatively small size would suggest. Limited edition kit features detailed photo-etched parts.

30042 (Limited Edition) HSGS0042 Total Parts: 199 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.1 in (130mm)

1/700 JMSDF DDG KONGO “HYPER DETAIL” Her missiles never miss

In active service for close to fifteen years, Kongo is a reliable and powerful asset of the Japanese Maritime Self Defense Forces. Its substantial armament of missiles are both offensive and defensive in nature. The can strike air, land, sea, underwater, or even high-flying ballistic missile targets. With continued advancements in technology, Kongo is on target for success for years to come. This capability makes Kongo a far more lethal weapon than its relatively small size would suggest. Limited edition kit features detailed photo-etched parts.

30042 (Limited Edition) HSGS0042 Total Parts: 199 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.1 in (130mm)

1/700 JMSDF DDG KONGO “HYPER DETAIL” Her missiles never miss

In active service for close to fifteen years, Kongo is a reliable and powerful asset of the Japanese Maritime Self Defense Forces. Its substantial armament of missiles are both offensive and defensive in nature. The can strike air, land, sea, underwater, or even high-flying ballistic missile targets. With continued advancements in technology, Kongo is on target for success for years to come. This capability makes Kongo a far more lethal weapon than its relatively small size would suggest. Limited edition kit features detailed photo-etched parts.

30042 (Limited Edition) HSGS0042 Total Parts: 199 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.1 in (130mm)
NEW RELEASES

1/24 MITSUBISHI GALANT VR-4

From raceway to freeway

Mitsubishi first developed the Galant VR-4 to compete in World Rally Championship races, beginning in the late 1980s. By 1992, the VR-4 had three event wins and three championships under its belt. Despite its impressive performance, the sport’s demand for smaller cars forced Mitsubishi to replace the VR-4 with the more compact Lancer Evolution. Not all was lost, however, as the VR-4 remained a best-selling sports car in Japan long after it disappeared from rally courses. This limited edition kit features a detailed recreation of the best-selling Mitsubishi Galant VR-4.

20292 (Limited Edition) HSGS0292 Total Parts: 60 Skill Level: 3
Length: 7.5 in (190 mm)

1/24 MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO V 1998 WRC CHAMPION

Japanese engineering, English expertise

1998s Rally of Great Britain ranks as one of the most edge-of-your-seat races over. The competition was fierce. Finland’s Tommi Makinen was the top contender; however, a lap-six collision with a hay bale took him out of the running. Enter Britain’s Richard Burns, who finished first following some nail-biting neck-in-neck racing against Scotland’s Colin McRae. This limited edition kit features two marking options: 1. 1998 Rally of Great Britain, Car No. 1, Driver: Tommi Makinen and 2. 1998 Rally of Great Britain, Car No. 2, Driver: Richard Burns.

20293 (Limited Edition) HSGS0293 Total Parts: 118 Skill Level: 3
Length: 7.1 in (181 mm)

1/24 FROM A PORSCHE 962C

The racing legend...reborn

After an auspicious debut in 1984, the Porsche 962C quickly proved its worth on the racetrack. By 1986’s All Japan Sports prototype Car Endurance Championship, the 962C was taking the From A Racing team’s Haruki Otsuka to a show-stopping first-place finish. The popularity of the 962C helped Porsche score 115 points and five wins that season. This limited edition kit features two marking options: 1. All Japan Sports Prototype Car Endurance Championship, From A Racing Team, Car No. 27.

20294 (Limited Edition) HSGS0294 Total Parts: 65 Skill Level: 3
Length: 7.8 in (198 mm)

1/24 RACING FIGURE SET

Meet your new pit crew

You’re in the lead. The finish line is near. Fuel is low. Tires are worn. Do you push your car to the limit, or pay a visit to the pit crew? Time’s wasting. The fans are on their feet, waiting for your decision. Do you risk it all for that one shot at glory? The choice is up to you. This limited edition figure set features parts for two driver figures and eight mechanic figures in two distinctive styles.

20295 (Limited Edition) HSGS0295 Total Parts: 58 Skill Level: 3

1/24 FIGHTING FALCON “TAIWAN AIR FORCE”

Tiny Taiwanese toughest

If you’re going to be a lone nest nation just off the coast of the biggest, baddest roost in the world, you’d better have some pretty fierce raptors watching over your eggs. The F-16 is just such a bird. Its AESA radar sees further than ever the sharpest of eagle eyes. Its 25mm cannon and missiles are more devastating than any talon. It’s the Grail A bird you want scrambling when things go out of the frying pan and into the fire! Limited edition kit features an eggplane version of the F-16 with full decals.

60514 (Limited Edition) HSGS0614 Total Parts: 30 Skill Level: 3
Length: 3.2 in (83 mm) Wingspan: 3.5 in (90 mm)

1/72 HEINKEL HE 111H-6 W/BV246 HAGELKORN

The new and the old

Well before WWII started, the He 111 was a tried and true design. It was once the fastest passenger aircraft in the world. It was soon set to less peaceful purposes, however, as one of the chief bombers of the Luftwaffe. Its reliability and sure design were later harnessed to the famously inaccurate BV246—an early form of gliding bomb that offered extraordinary range and destructive potential at the cost of virtually any ability to aim. This limited edition kit features an He 111H-6 with new bomb rack parts, a BV246, and two sets of decals.

02227 (Limited Edition) HSGS0227 Total Parts: 124 Skill Level: 3
Length: 9 in (229 mm) Wingspan: 12.4 in (314 mm)

1/72 B-239 BUFFALO “FINNISH AIR FORCE ACES 2 KITS”

Honoring Finland’s finest fighters.

The US exported the B-239 Buffalo to Finland in 1939, just before the Winter War between the Soviet Union and Finland. The Buffalo’s maneuverability made it a hit with Finnish pilots. These aircraft gave the vastly outnumbered Finnish Air Force a fighting chance against the Soviet Air Forces as the Winter War morphed into WWII. Finnish forces shot down eight Soviet planes for every one they lost; these air victories helped the Finns maintain their independence after the end of WWII. This limited edition kit combo features decals for two top Finnish pilots.

02229 (Limited Edition) HSGS0229 Total Parts: 51 x 2 Skill Level: 3
Length: 4.3 in (110 mm) Wingspan: 5.8 in (148 mm)

1/72 HEINKEL HE 111H-6 W/BV246 HAGELKORN

The new and the old

Well before WWII started, the He 111 was a tried and true design. It was once the fastest passenger aircraft in the world. It was soon set to less peaceful purposes, however, as one of the chief bombers of the Luftwaffe. Its reliability and sure design were later harnessed to the famously inaccurate BV246—an early form of gliding bomb that offered extraordinary range and destructive potential at the cost of virtually any ability to aim. This limited edition kit features an He 111H-6 with new bomb rack parts, a BV246, and two sets of decals.

02227 (Limited Edition) HSGS0227 Total Parts: 124 Skill Level: 3
Length: 9 in (229 mm) Wingspan: 12.4 in (314 mm)

1/72 KUGISHO P1Y1-S/P1Y2 GINGA TYPE 11/16 NIGHT FIGHTER

The twin-engine “Francises”

Designed for low-level torpedo and night bomber attacks, the twin-engine, Yokosuka-built P1Y Ginga first flew trials in the summer of 1943. While initial versions were not deemed impressive by the Imperial Navy, the P1Y-1, with its increased speed, Type 99 cannons and Type 2 machine guns, was highly regarded and extensively used until the end of WWII. This limited edition kit features metal machine gun parts, photo-etched parts, and three sets of decals.

02230 (Limited Edition) HSGS0230 Total Parts: 78 Skill Level: 3
Length: 8.2 in (208 mm) Wingspan: 10.9 in (278 mm)

1/72 B-239 BUFFALO “FINNISH AIR FORCE ACES 2 KITS”

Honoring Finland’s finest fighters.

The US exported the B-239 Buffalo to Finland in 1939, just before the Winter War between the Soviet Union and Finland. The Buffalo’s maneuverability made it a hit with Finnish pilots. These aircraft gave the vastly outnumbered Finnish Air Force a fighting chance against the Soviet Air Forces as the Winter War morphed into WWII. Finnish forces shot down eight Soviet planes for every one they lost; these air victories helped the Finns maintain their independence after the end of WWII. This limited edition kit combo features decals for two top Finnish pilots.

02229 (Limited Edition) HSGS0229 Total Parts: 51 x 2 Skill Level: 3
Length: 4.3 in (110 mm) Wingspan: 5.8 in (148 mm)

1/72 KUGISHO P1Y1-S/P1Y2 GINGA TYPE 11/16 NIGHT FIGHTER

The twin-engine “Francises”

Designed for low-level torpedo and night bomber attacks, the twin-engine, Yokosuka-built P1Y Ginga first flew trials in the summer of 1943. While initial versions were not deemed impressive by the Imperial Navy, the P1Y-1, with its increased speed, Type 99 cannons and Type 2 machine guns, was highly regarded and extensively used until the end of WWII. This limited edition kit features metal machine gun parts, photo-etched parts, and three sets of decals.

02230 (Limited Edition) HSGS0230 Total Parts: 78 Skill Level: 3
Length: 8.2 in (208 mm) Wingspan: 10.9 in (278 mm)

1/72 HEINKEL HE 111H-6 W/BV246 HAGELKORN

The new and the old

Well before WWII started, the He 111 was a tried and true design. It was once the fastest passenger aircraft in the world. It was soon set to less peaceful purposes, however, as one of the chief bombers of the Luftwaffe. Its reliability and sure design were later harnessed to the famously inaccurate BV246—an early form of gliding bomb that offered extraordinary range and destructive potential at the cost of virtually any ability to aim. This limited edition kit features an He 111H-6 with new bomb rack parts, a BV246, and two sets of decals.

02227 (Limited Edition) HSGS0227 Total Parts: 124 Skill Level: 3
Length: 9 in (229 mm) Wingspan: 12.4 in (314 mm)

1/72 KUGISHO P1Y1-S/P1Y2 GINGA TYPE 11/16 NIGHT FIGHTER

The twin-engine “Francises”

Designed for low-level torpedo and night bomber attacks, the twin-engine, Yokosuka-built P1Y Ginga first flew trials in the summer of 1943. While initial versions were not deemed impressive by the Imperial Navy, the P1Y-1, with its increased speed, Type 99 cannons and Type 2 machine guns, was highly regarded and extensively used until the end of WWII. This limited edition kit features metal machine gun parts, photo-etched parts, and three sets of decals.

02230 (Limited Edition) HSGS0230 Total Parts: 78 Skill Level: 3
Length: 8.2 in (208 mm) Wingspan: 10.9 in (278 mm)

1/72 HEINKEL HE 111H-6 W/BV246 HAGELKORN

The new and the old

Well before WWII started, the He 111 was a tried and true design. It was once the fastest passenger aircraft in the world. It was soon set to less peaceful purposes, however, as one of the chief bombers of the Luftwaffe. Its reliability and sure design were later harnessed to the famously inaccurate BV246—an early form of gliding bomb that offered extraordinary range and destructive potential at the cost of virtually any ability to aim. This limited edition kit features an He 111H-6 with new bomb rack parts, a BV246, and two sets of decals.

02227 (Limited Edition) HSGS0227 Total Parts: 124 Skill Level: 3
Length: 9 in (229 mm) Wingspan: 12.4 in (314 mm)
### NEW RELEASES

#### 1/72 MV-22B OSPREY “TANKER” Training for the tilt-rotors

Training to fly a completely new type of aircraft isn’t easy. That’s why, when the US Marine Corps started transitioning from traditional helicopters to the tilt-rotor MV-22 Osprey, they assigned VMMT-204 the job of training new pilots. Since then, well over 100 pilots have experienced the unique landing capabilities of this remarkable aircraft. This limited edition kit features detailed parts and full decals for two USMC MV-22B Ospreys.

- **02231 (Limited Edition)**: HSGS02231 Total Parts: 140 Skill Level: 3
  - Length: 9.7 in (246 mm)
  - Wingspan: 13.3 in (339 mm)

#### 1/72 AJ-37 SABB VIGGEN “NATURAL METAL 2016” Critical canard

The SABB Viggen was the first mass-produced fighter to use canards. Canards improve the landing characteristics and stability of delta-wing aircraft. These aircraft were designed to be totally rugged. They could operate in the frigid climate of Sweden. They were easy to maintain so that small groups of inexperienced mechanics could keep them running. They could even operate from comparatively small, ad hoc runways. This limited edition kit features detailed parts and full decals for a Swedish Air Force version.

- **02232 (Limited Edition)**: HSGS02232 Total Parts: 55 Skill Level: 3
  - Length: 8.7 in (219 mm)
  - Wingspan: 5.7 in (145 mm)

#### 1/72 MITSUBISHI J2M3 RAIDEN (JACK) TYPE 21 302ND 2 KITS

Unleash the lightning!

Designed by Jiro Horikoshi, the Mitsubishi J2M could fly faster and climb even higher than the celebrated A6M Zero. The J2M3 Type 21 was distinguished by a powerful MK4R-A Kasei 23a engine, two wing-mounted 20 mm Type 99 Model I cannons and two wing-mounted 20 mm Type 99 Model II cannons. All that firepower makes it perfect for combat in any weather.

- **02234 (Limited Edition)**: HSGS02234 (2 Kits) Total Parts: 34 + 35 Skill Level: 3
  - Length: 7.3 in (186 mm)
  - Wingspan: 5.9 in (150 mm)

#### 1/72 BELL AH-1S COBRA AND BELL UH-1H 2 KITS

War in any weather

The overwhelming firepower that can be brought to bear by the AH-1S Cobra is the perfect complement for the carrying capacity of the Bell UH-1H Iroquois. Together they provide an effect one-two punch of vertical area clearance and vertical area control. Both aircraft have been in service with the US Armed Forces, they are still in service with the JGSDF, and the armed forces of many other countries. This limited edition kit combo features a Cobra and an Iroquois with JGSDF decals.

- **02239 (Limited Edition)**: HSGS02239 (2 Kits) Total Parts: 76 + 67 Skill Level: 3
  - Length: AH-1S 7.5 in (190 mm) UH-1H 6.9 in (175 mm)
  - Wingspan: AH-1S 7.3 in (186 mm) UH-1H 6.7 in (170 mm)

#### 1/72 F4F-4 WILDCAT “OPERATION TORCH” (2 KITS)

Two Grumman greats, one astonishing set.

The Grumman F4F Wildcat was the first aircraft the US Navy could bring to bear in large numbers in the early days of WWII. It was neither as fast, nor as maneuverable as its chief opponents. Nevertheless, its rugged construction and dependability, coupled with innovative tactics, made it a deadly threat to anything in the sky. U.S. escort carriers brought the Wildcat to the shores of North Africa for Operation Torch. There, the guns of the type helped sweep the skies over the landing beaches. This limited edition kit combo features two aircraft and three sets of decals.

- **02240 (Limited Edition)**: HSGS02240 (2 Kits) Total Parts: 34 + 34 Skill Level: 3
  - Length: 4.8 in (121 mm)
  - Wingspan: 6.3 in (160 mm)

#### 1/700 JMSDF DDH 183 IZUMO FULL HULL

An aircraft carrier by any other name

Officially a “helicopter destroyer”, the Izumo looks like nothing so much as an aircraft carrier. It is, in fact, the largest vessel type constructed for the Japanese armed forces since the end of WWII. Despite its looks, it’s not intended for fixed-wing aircraft operations. Instead, five deck positions allow simultaneous helicopter lifts or landings. Additionally, up to 50 trucks and 400 troops can be carried aboard. This limited edition kit features new hull, rudder, screw, display stand, metal name plate, wooden display base, and full decals.

- **43171 (Limited Edition)**: HSGS43171 Total Parts: 217 Skill Level: 3
  - Length: 14 in (356 mm)

#### 1/35 P.K.H. 103 NUTCRACKER MASCHINEN KRIEGER

Complete your Maschinen Krieger collection

The sci-fi series Maschinen Krieger was created by artist Kow Yokoyama in the early 1980s, first appearing in the popular magazine Hobby Japan. The series was inspired by armor and aircraft from both World Wars, as well as several iconic science fiction films. Today, Maschinen Krieger continues to have a devoted cult following, thanks to its collaborative return to Hobby Japan magazine in 2009. This limited edition kit features one marking option: 1. Strahl Defense Force, Kampfgruppe BALCOCK, s.Pz.Abt.503.

- **64111 (Limited Edition)**: HSGS64111 Total Parts: 217 Skill Level: 3
  - Length: 12.1 in (308 mm)

#### 5/8 SHINDENKAI NO MAKI F1M2 TYPE 0 SEAPLANE “PETE”

Set sail for anime action

Throughout WWII, the IJN used seaplane tenders–early aircraft carriers–to discreetly dispatch airplanes for long-range recon missions. The float-equipped F1M2 was first sent out by the IJN because of its versatility. This seaplane has appeared in “Shindenkai No Maki”, a manga which features high school girls dogfighting with iconic WWII aircraft. Whether you’re a manga fan or a WWII buff, this unique kit has something for everyone. This limited edition kit features markings for pilot Kamizuki no Rua, a character from Takeshi Nogami’s popular Japanese manga, “Shindenkai No Maki.”

- **64749 (Limited Edition)**: HSGS64749 Total Parts: 124 Skill Level: 3
  - Length: 7.0 in (178 mm)
  - Wingspan: 9 in (229 mm)
1/48 MITSUBISHI F-2A 3SQ 60TH ANNIVERSARY
Misawa Eagles
Both the Mitsubishi F-2A and Misawa Air Base are examples of the power of cooperation between America and Japan. The F-2A is a derivative of the American-made F-16, built with updated electronics, a larger wing area, and the first operational active electronically scanned array radar. It was built cooperatively by the two nations and embodied significant tech sharing. Misawa Air Base, which is where the 3SQ JASDF is based, is a joint operating air base for the Japanese and American armed forces. This limited edition kit features photoetched details and decals for the 3rd AW, 3rd SQ.JASDF.
S2157 (Limited Edition) HSSS2157 Total Parts: 179 Skill Level: 3
Length: 12.5 in (328 mm) Wingspan: 9.6 in (244 mm)

EGGPLANE F-14A TOMCAT ACE Combat
Razgriz
To the front!
Thrill a minute, high-flying, insane dogfighting action is what the Ace Combat franchise brings to its devoted pilots. Hasegawa is proud to bring you models based on this revered series. We know you want to get back behind the stick as soon as possible, so this egg-shaped model is made to be constructed quickly and easily. However, it still delivers the precision that keeps modelers coming back. This limited edition kit features decals for Fighter Squadron ìRazgrizî from Ace Combat 5.
S2158 (Limited Edition) HSSS2158 Total Parts: 20 Skill Level: 3
Length: 9.9 in (110 mm) Wingspan: 7.4 in (195 mm)

1/35 HITACHI EXCAVATOR Z Axis 135 US
Dig deep
With the Hitachi Z Axis 135, any excavation project goes from daunting to done a lot faster. It’s built for heavy jobs with powerful cabling, a big bucket, and the tight operating radius to get the job done virtually anywhere. Kit features new excavator bucket and dozer blade plus parts for an operator figure!
66901 HSSS66901 Total Parts: 121 Skill Level: 3
Length: 12.5 in (328 mm)

1/48 MITSUBISHI A6M5C/A6M7 ZERO TYPE 52 HEI/62
Stuck on shore
By 1945, Japan had no fleet carriers left. Defensive rings were collapsing all across the Pacific, and the high command looked to the shores of Japan itself. Fujieda Naval Air Station was opened in 1944 close to the shore and within sight of Mt. Fuji. Here, and elsewhere along the coast, Japan began collecting the remnant of its air forces and preparing to resist the coming invasion at all costs. This limited edition kit features two sets of decals for Zero fighter planes stationed at Fujieda in 1945.
07448 (Limited Edition) HSSS7448 Total Parts: 154 Skill Level: 3
Length: 7.6 in (192 mm) Wingspan: 9 in (229 mm)

1/48 KAWANISHI N1K1-JB SHIDEN (GEORGE) TYPE 11 OTSU “ROLLOUT”
WWIIís ultimate Japanese fighter plane.
Following its 1943 introduction, the Kawanishi N1K quickly earned a reputation for being incredibly resilient and highly maneuverable. In combat, the N1K could easily go toe-to-toe against the F-80 Shooting Star, as well as the F-51 Mustang, and the F4U Corsair. The N1K-JB version featured four 20 mm cannons mounted in the wings and could carry two 250kg bombs, but it lacked the frontal 7.7 mm guns of earlier variants. This limited edition kit features markings for aircraft fresh from the Himeji factory.
07449 (Limited Edition) HSSS7449 Total Parts: 93 Skill Level: 3
Length: 7.3 in (185mm) Wingspan: 9.8 in (250 mm)

1/48 F/A-18F SUPER HORNET “VX-23 SALTY DOGS”
Engineered to excel
Air Test and Evaluation Squadron 23 (VX-23) was established in 1995 to put cutting-edge aircraft through exhaustive trials. One of the most notable aircraft evaluated by VX-23 is the F/A-18F Super Hornet. In addition to 40 officers and 90 enlisted troops, VX-23 also has hundreds of flight engineers who provide support during the squadron’s 5,650 annual tests. This limited edition kit features new parts for leading gear doors, new nose landing gear parts, new upper rear fuselage parts and one marking option: 1. US Navy VX-23, Code: SD223, Naval Air Station Patuxent River 2016.
07450 (Limited Edition) HSSS7450 Total Parts: 258 Skill Level: 3
Length: 15.1 in (383 mm) Wingspan: 11.3 in (294 mm)

1/48 N1K1-JB WITH FIGURE
Engineered to excel
Air Test and Evaluation Squadron 23 (VX-23) was established in 1995 to put cutting-edge aircraft through exhaustive trials. One of the most notable aircraft evaluated by VX-23 is the F/A-18F Super Hornet. In addition to 40 officers and 90 enlisted troops, VX-23 also has hundreds of flight engineers who provide support during the squadron’s 5,650 annual tests. This limited edition kit features new parts for leading gear doors, new nose landing gear parts, new upper rear fuselage parts and one marking option: 1. US Navy VX-23, Code: SD223, Naval Air Station Patuxent River 2016.
07450 (Limited Edition) HSSS7450 Total Parts: 258 Skill Level: 3
Length: 15.1 in (383 mm) Wingspan: 11.3 in (294 mm)

1/32 SPITFIRE Mk.IA “DOUGLAS BADER” WITH FIGURE
Always reaching for the sky
Adversity crushes some men; others, it makes soar. Sir Douglas Bader was of the rarer, latter sort. He lost both his legs to a flying accident in 31. By 1939, he was back in the cockpit. His actions in the Battle of Britain made him a hero. He was shot down over France in 1941, but still refused to give up. His multiple escape attempts landed him in Nazi Germany’s special prison for problem inmates. Limited edition kit features detailed parts and Douglas Bader figure.
08247 (Limited Edition) HSSS8247 Total Parts: 78 Skill Level: 3
Length: 11.3 in (288mm) Wingspan: 13.7 in (348 mm)

Hasegawa is proud to bring you models based on the venerated Ace Combat series. We know you want to get back behind the stick as soon as possible, so this egg-shaped model is made to be constructed quickly and easily. However, it still delivers the precision that keeps modelers coming back. This limited edition kit features decals for Fighter Squadron ìRazgrizî from Ace Combat 5.
S2158 (Limited Edition) HSSS2158 Total Parts: 20 Skill Level: 3
Length: 9.9 in (110 mm) Wingspan: 7.4 in (195 mm)

Hasegawa is proud to bring you models based on the venerated Ace Combat series. We know you want to get back behind the stick as soon as possible, so this egg-shaped model is made to be constructed quickly and easily. However, it still delivers the precision that keeps modelers coming back. This limited edition kit features decals for Fighter Squadron ìRazgrizî from Ace Combat 5.
S2158 (Limited Edition) HSSS2158 Total Parts: 20 Skill Level: 3
Length: 9.9 in (110 mm) Wingspan: 7.4 in (195 mm)

Hasegawa is proud to bring you models based on the venerated Ace Combat series. We know you want to get back behind the stick as soon as possible, so this egg-shaped model is made to be constructed quickly and easily. However, it still delivers the precision that keeps modelers coming back. This limited edition kit features decals for Fighter Squadron ìRazgrizî from Ace Combat 5.
S2158 (Limited Edition) HSSS2158 Total Parts: 20 Skill Level: 3
Length: 9.9 in (110 mm) Wingspan: 7.4 in (195 mm)
1/72 JUNKERS Ju 88 A-4
Improved for invasion

It's not going to be like last time. The wings are longer. There's more guns and better ones. Even the engines are more powerful. Sure, the A-1 came in hard and the undercarriage cramped like tinfoil, but this is an A-4. Sure. The act of the pilot's recently mended leg comes back as he watches the ground crews load extra bombs in the new external racks. As pilot coughs from the capital brings him back to the pre-flight checklist. All will be fine. Kit features decals for a single German version.

1/48 TORNADO IDS 60TH ANNIVERSARY 311 GV RSV SPECIAL COLORS
It's not all wine and roses

Italian Air Force units field over sixty Panavia Tornadoes, top-notch aircraft capable of fulfilling many roles but especially adept at interdiction and strike missions. This kit features a special decal set for the sixtieth anniversary of the 311th “Gruppo Volo”–an experimental test flight squadron.

1/24 MANTGXX XL “WOLFTRANSPORTE” SEMI TRUCK
Run with the wolves

With the new TGX range, MAN brings a vehicle with style and character that redeﬁnes the standards of dynamic driving and proﬁtability. Its surprising aerodynamics reduce fuel consumption by 3%. The XL cab has the highest comfort and optimum freedom of movement on international scheduled routes. Innovative D06 and D08 engines deliver power ratings from 540 hp (397 kW) to 680 hp (500 kW). Kit features: rubber tires and super decals sheet.

1/56 KV-1/KV-2 TANK WITH DRIVER
Impenetrable

For a time, the KV-1 and KV-2 ruled the battlefield. There weren't many of them and they weren't fast enough to be everywhere they needed to be as the Blitzkrieg rolled in full force. But German advances stalled where KVs appeared. 70-90mm of armor stopped German anti-tank and tank guns cold and even the legendary 88 frequently skipped shells. How, then, were they of no force, but German advances stalled where KVs appeared. 70-90mm of armor stopped German anti-tank and tank guns cold and even the legendary 88 frequently skipped shells. Nevertheless, the lumbering KVs had been designed for siege warfare. There was no way for them to keep up with the racing German forces for long.

1/35 SD. ANHÄNGER 51 AMMO TRAILER (2 KITS)
Keeping the fire hot

An M42 fired 1,200 rounds a minute. A 20mm Flak38 fires up to 1,800 rounds a minute from its four barrels. Ammunition doesn’t grow on trees. Every bullet the Wehrmacht put into the air or WW2 had to be brought to the ﬁeld from a far off factory and the 51. Anhänger 51 helped get them there. This comparatively simple contrivance could be attached to almost anything with a motor and trundle along on its twin wheels wherever the army headed. Kit features two models with full instructions.

1/72 KFZ. 305 AMBULANCE
Saving lives

Battleﬁeld injuries require immediate attention. The longer a soldier goes without care, the further his odds of survival drop. The Opel Blitz (Kfz. 305) was used by Germany for(virtually) every transportation task of the war. By far its most humanitarian role was its use as an ambulance. Loaded with a big transportation box for the wounded, the speed and stability of the Opel Blitz literally made the difference between life and death. Kit features four sets of decals.

1/25 1953 FORD CONVERTIBLE
Convert and cruise

Fresh off the battleﬁelds of WWII, returning GIs wanted something that was fast and thrilling… something that would blow their hair back. The 1953 Ford Convertible ﬁt the bill. It was perfectly priced for soldiers that were settling down to the business of building prosperity. Pickle the nostalgic golden era of American automobiles with this classic 1953 Ford Convertible. Kit features: top up or down option, Firestone whitewall tires, optional Continental kit and tender skirts.

1/20 1994 CHEVY CAMARO CONVERTIBLE
Nineties nostalgia on four wheels

If you didn't love the nineties before, take just one look at the '94 Chevy Camaro and you will. These cars are winning combinations of sleek, fast, and attractive in a way that's hard to match by modern standards. Fourth generation Camaros continued the trend towards the knife-blade nose from the third generation–replacing the big, squared grill with a sleek hood start. Plus, with either a V6 or V8 under that hood, the Camaro could really move. Kit features: opening hood, detailed engine, complete suspension, detailed chassis, and molded hub caps.
AMT 1/25 2017 CHEVY CAMARO 1LE (SNAP) Made for the fearless

With the 2016 update to the Camaro lineup, Chevy brought back the mid-century muscle look and powered it with V6 or V8 engines in the 1LE variant. Gomez to pedal to the metal power rocket these beasts to the sixty mile an hour mark in nothing flat and keep on going. Plus, they don’t look bad doing it, either. Kit features easy, glue-less assembly, modern tooling, special packaging, molded in color parts, and full instructions.

MINICRAFT 1/350 RMS OLYMPIC Sailing over her sisters

Olympic, along with her sister ships Titanic and Britannic were some of the largest passenger liners ever built. Unlike Titanic and Britannic, however, Olympic had a long and comparatively smooth career. She served as a transatlantic passenger liner for much of her career and as a troop ship for thousands of soldiers during WWII. Olympic sailed for over twenty years before finally being scrapped in the 1950s. Kit features new tooling for open promenade deck, 193 version build features with additional lifeboats and safety equipment.

BANDAI 1/72 STAR WARS X-WING STAR FIGHTER Bullseye some Womp Rats

Look X-Foils in attack position. Those original fighters from the first films evoked something rebellious and barely contained. Quad engines and quad lasers and the whole thing strapped to a long nose fuselage with a clear cockpit and an exposed aromachord driss. They were the X-Wing fighters of the space age. Now you can own your own! Kit features opening/closing S-f Lots with two canopy options, Death Star display stand, proton torpedoes effects, landing gear options, and seated pilot figure.

MINICRAFT 1/48 BEECHCRAFTT-34A/B & C MENTOR Perfecting pilots since the forties

After the end of the Second World War, America needed a trainer aircraft with more performance than the existing ones to keep up with the rapid pace of aircraft development. They got the Beechcraft T-34. It was a very popular design, used by most aviation arms within the US Armed Forces, and many forces abroad. Even though the type was phased out in 1958 in favor of the T-6, today, you can still see fly examples of the T-34 today. Kit features all new tooling, detailed cockpit with sliding canopy, positionable landing gear and full decals.

BANDAI 1/72 TIE ADVANCED X1 STAR WARS Vader’s vessel

Rebel scum. The Empire must not be challenged. None escape the power of the dark side. Build the most advanced, single-pilot weapon system the Empire could field for the battle of Yavin. There, it was piloted by Darth Vader himself who oh so very nearly crushed the insurgents and restored balance to the Force. Kit features two canopy types, Death Star panel display base, laser effects, detailed Darth Vader, and full decals.

MPC 1/25 1970 DODGE CORONET SUPER BEE Get buzzed on this sweet ride

Vintage muscle cars are always in season and MPC’s 1970 Dodge Coronet Super Bee is a perennial best seller. Created from the best combination of vintage and modern day tooling possible, this finely detailed kit features what’s most important to modelers: multi-piece interior tub construction, separate frame and floor pan, individualized engine components and best of all, factory pre-lettered tires! With impossible retro packaging, it’s a new take on a favorite with the flair of yesteryear! Kit features detailed interior, 440 Six-Pack engine, pad-printed Goodyear tires, and decals with multiple Super Bee graphics options.

BANDAI 1/72 TIE FIGHTER STAR WARS The sound of power

With its twin ion engine propulsion, the TIE fighter literally shrieks across the galaxy. It is the weapons system the Empire uses to enforce its rule and to hunt down rebel elements. Unfortunately, it’s not equipped with a hyperdrive system. Those pesky rebels can simply run away and find another backwater moon to hide on. Fortunately, The Empire has a new weapon system the Empire could field for the battle of Yavin! Kit features detail ion engine, cockpit with two canopy options, Death Star display stand, opening/closing S-f Lots, and full decals.

MPC 1/6 STROKER MCGURK SURF ROD CRUISER CARICATURE Go Gurk Go!

Stroker McGurk, the Hot Rodder’s Buddy, was a clever character created by renowned photographer and artist, Tom Medley. Medley created the character for Hot Rod Magazine. In the 1960s, MPC immortalized the character in plastic. Now, after four decades of being out of production, McGurk is back! The first model from the series is “Surf Rod.” It’s a hilarious kit with Stroker riding a dragster motor-powered surfboard! Kit features moving torso, all new decals, reproduction comic strip, and bonus McGurk sticker.

BANDAI 1/48 SNOWSPEEDER STAR WARS Hot items from Hoth

Sure it’s a desolate, frozen, iceball, but, today’s your desolate, frozen, iceball. If the Empire wants it, they’ll have to take it. The T-47 wasn’t built for Hoth’s frozen climate, but it’s the best the Rebel Alliance can put in the air to confront the AT-AT. So get your tow hooks ready and prepare for taking off! Kit features two seated figures, two canopy types, snowy terrain display base, laser effect parts, harpoon part, open/closed air brakes, and full decals.

POLAR LIGHTS® 1/25 BOBBY ALLISON 1969 COCA COLA MERCURY CYCLONE Just for the race of it

Slick and fast cars like the Mercury Cyclone put expert names like Bobby Allison over the finish line time and again in the sixties and seventies. Plus, this car comes with a cool Coca-Cola livery to accent the coke bottle body styling! This limited edition kit features detailed parts, cool decals, and full instructions.

MINCRAFT 1/196692 BANS6692 Total Parts: 5 Runners Length: 5 in (127mm)

Sure it’s a desolate, frozen, iceball, but, today’s your desolate, frozen, iceball. If the Empire wants it, they’ll have to take it. The T-47 wasn’t built for Hoth’s frozen climate, but it’s the best the Rebel Alliance can put in the air to confront the AT-AT. So get your tow hooks ready and prepare for taking off! Kit features two seated figures, two canopy types, snowy terrain display base, laser effect parts, harpoon part, open/closed air brakes, and full decals.

MINICRAFT 1/194870 BANS4870 Total Parts: 7 Runners Length: 3.9 in (99mm)

Sure it’s a desolate, frozen, iceball, but, today’s your desolate, frozen, iceball. If The Hot items from Hoth

Build the most advanced, single-pilot weapon system the Empire could field for the battle of Yavin. There, it was piloted by Darth Vader himself who oh so very nearly crushed the insurgents and restored balance to the Force. Kit features two canopy types, Death Star panel display base, laser effects, detailed Darth Vader, and full decals.

BANDAI 1/191407 BANS1407 Total Parts: 5 Runners Length: 3.3 in (84mm)

Sure it’s a desolate, frozen, iceball, but, today’s your desolate, frozen, iceball. If the Empire wants it, they’ll have to take it. The T-47 wasn’t built for Hoth’s frozen climate, but it’s the best the Rebel Alliance can put in the air to confront the AT-AT. So get your tow hooks ready and prepare for taking off! Kit features opening/closing S-f Lots with two canopy options, Death Star display stand, proton torpedoes effects, landing gear options, and seated pilot figure.

BANDAI 1/191406 BANS1406 Total Parts: 6 Runners Length: 6.8 in (173mm)

Sure it’s a desolate, frozen, iceball, but, today’s your desolate, frozen, iceball. If the Empire wants it, they’ll have to take it. The T-47 wasn’t built for Hoth’s frozen climate, but it’s the best the Rebel Alliance can put in the air to confront the AT-AT. So get your tow hooks ready and prepare for taking off! Kit features opening/closing S-f Lots with two canopy options, Death Star display stand, proton torpedoes effects, landing gear options, and seated pilot figure.

MINCRAFT 1/191406 BANS1406 Total Parts: 6 Runners Length: 6.8 in (173mm)

Sure it’s a desolate, frozen, iceball, but, today’s your desolate, frozen, iceball. If the Empire wants it, they’ll have to take it. The T-47 wasn’t built for Hoth’s frozen climate, but it’s the best the Rebel Alliance can put in the air to confront the AT-AT. So get your tow hooks ready and prepare for taking off! Kit features opening/closing S-f Lots with two canopy options, Death Star display stand, proton torpedoes effects, landing gear options, and seated pilot figure.

MINCRAFT 1/191406 BANS1406 Total Parts: 6 Runners Length: 6.8 in (173mm)

Sure it’s a desolate, frozen, iceball, but, today’s your desolate, frozen, iceball. If the Empire wants it, they’ll have to take it. The T-47 wasn’t built for Hoth’s frozen climate, but it’s the best the Rebel Alliance can put in the air to confront the AT-AT. So get your tow hooks ready and prepare for taking off! Kit features opening/closing S-f Lots with two canopy options, Death Star display stand, proton torpedoes effects, landing gear options, and seated pilot figure.

MINCRAFT 1/191406 BANS1406 Total Parts: 6 Runners Length: 6.8 in (173mm)

Sure it’s a desolate, frozen, iceball, but, today’s your desolate, frozen, iceball. If the Empire wants it, they’ll have to take it. The T-47 wasn’t built for Hoth’s frozen climate, but it’s the best the Rebel Alliance can put in the air to confront the AT-AT. So get your tow hooks ready and prepare for taking off! Kit features opening/closing S-f Lots with two canopy options, Death Star display stand, proton torpedoes effects, landing gear options, and seated pilot figure.

MINCRAFT 1/191406 BANS1406 Total Parts: 6 Runners Length: 6.8 in (173mm)

Sure it’s a desolate, frozen, iceball, but, today’s your desolate, frozen, iceball. If the Empire wants it, they’ll have to take it. The T-47 wasn’t built for Hoth’s frozen climate, but it’s the best the Rebel Alliance can put in the air to confront the AT-AT. So get your tow hooks ready and prepare for taking off! Kit features opening/closing S-f Lots with two canopy options, Death Star display stand, proton torpedoes effects, landing gear options, and seated pilot figure.

MINCRAFT 1/191406 BANS1406 Total Parts: 6 Runners Length: 6.8 in (173mm)

Sure it’s a desolate, frozen, iceball, but, today’s your desolate, frozen, iceball. If the Empire wants it, they’ll have to take it. The T-47 wasn’t built for Hoth’s frozen climate, but it’s the best the Rebel Alliance can put in the air to confront the AT-AT. So get your tow hooks ready and prepare for taking off! Kit features opening/closing S-f Lots with two canopy options, Death Star display stand, proton torpedoes effects, landing gear options, and seated pilot figure.